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Abstract—This paper presents the Environment Description Framework (EDF) for modeling complex networks of intersecting roads

and pathways in virtual environments. EDF represents information about the layout of streets and sidewalks, the rules that govern

behavior on roads and walkways, and the locations of agents with respect to navigable structures. The framework serves as the

substrate on which behavior programs for autonomous vehicles and pedestrians are built. Pathways are modeled as ribbons in space.

The ribbon structure provides a natural coordinate frame for defining the local geometry of navigable surfaces. EDF includes a

powerful runtime interface supported by robust and efficient code for locating objects on the ribbon network, for mapping between

Cartesian and ribbon coordinates, and for determining behavioral constraints imposed by the environment.

Index Terms—Virtual reality; visual; model development; artificial, augmented, and virtual realities; specialized application language.
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1 INTRODUCTION

ENGAGING virtual urban environments need street life—
cars that drive and pedestrians that stroll. Creating

animated, autonomous agents that realistically locomote on
foot or on wheel and that plausibly interact with each other
and with human participants remains an enormously
difficult challenge.

To adeptly maneuver through cities, autonomous agents
need to understand their whereabouts. To gain this
situational awareness, agents must be able to ascertain:
“What routes are accessible to me?” “Where are other objects in
relation to my intended route?” and “What constraints does the
environment impose on my interactions with other objects?”
Coding of agent behaviors is greatly simplified if the
answers to these questions are couched in a good con-
ceptual model that expresses spatial relationships in natural
coordinate frames.

Many of the surfaces on which we move have an
intrinsic orientation that defines a preferred direction of
movement. For example, roads have a ribbonlike shape that
is cross-sectionally divided into lanes. The shape of roads is
complex, bending and curving with the contour of the
underlying terrain and twisting on banked turns. For the
most part, vehicles travel within their lanes moving in
parallel streams running tangent to the local orientation of
the road.

In this paper, we present the Environment Description
Framework (EDF) for representing oriented surfaces based
on a network of mathematical ribbons. By making local
orientation explicit in the representation, we greatly simplify
computations for motion guidance. The EDF encodes

1. geometric information about the shape of pathways,
2. topological information about interconnections

among pathways,
3. logical information encoding rules governing beha-

vior on the pathways, and
4. occupancy information giving the locations of

nearby objects on the ribbon structure.

We introduce a dynamic data representation, called a path,
that consolidates a sequence of road fragments into a
continuous, composite ribbon representing the immediate
plan of travel.

Because we focus on real-time, interactive simulation, a
high premium is placed on robustness and efficiency. The
EDF has been implemented in the Hank virtual environ-
ment software (Fig. 1) and rigorously tested in psychologi-
cal studies investigating the behavior of children and adults
riding a virtual bike on roadways populated with simulated
vehicles [1].

1.1 Behavior Programming

Our work is founded in reactive behavior modeling
typically used for simulation and animation in virtual
environments. A classic example of this style of program-
ming is demonstrated in Reynold’s paper on flocking
behavior [2]. We program autonomous behaviors to query
the state of the world and use that information to make
decisions that will influence the agent’s movements and
actions. For instance, the behavior that controls vehicle road
tracking can query the road to determine a current position,
the speed limit, tangent, and curvature at a particular point
on the road’s surface. The behavior can then use that
information to determine a steering angle and acceleration
to keep the vehicle in the lane.

Driving behavior is tightly related to the structure and
geometry of roadways. Roads twist and turn in space and
interconnect in complex configurations. We desire
interesting and potentially complex behavior within
virtual environments and realize that achieving this is,
at least in part, related to the richness of the environment
representation accessible by behavior programs. A more
thorough environment description can lead to more
complete and lavish behavioral elements.
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1.2 Environment Description Framework Overview

The EDF is based on the nature and function of real road
networks in urban environs. In the real world, driving is
highly regulated: Lanes channel traffic into parallel streams,
signs posted alongside the road signify important changes
to our behavior, and lines painted on the surface dictate
whether or not lateral movement is prohibited. Road
networks are formed where roads connect to intersections.
Real intersections are not free-for-alls; entrance into and
movement through intersections are regulated and con-
trolled. Intersections route incoming lanes to outgoing lanes
via natural corridors. As humans, we have exceptional
apparatus for perceiving these corridors and understanding
the complex relationships that stem from using them. Right-
of-way conventions order movement through intersections.
Traffic control mechanisms, such as traffic lights, explicitly
control entrance to the intersection, often on a lane-by-lane
basis. Movement over roads and intersections in everyday
life is controlled by well-defined structures, societal rules,
and automated regulation mechanisms to minimize con-
gestion and accidents.

This paper presents an environment structure that serves
as the glue connecting the various low-level aspects
representing navigable pathways with the behaviors we
build to control autonomous motorists and pedestrians in
virtual environments [3]. The work encapsulates the
environment characteristics into a well-defined and struc-
tured modeling framework that supports behavior pro-
gramming through a set of runtime queries, structures, and
interobject relationships. The resulting scheme provides a
common interface to behavior programs independent of the
underlying differences in road orientation or local coordi-
nate frames. This work bridges a gap between the visual,
polygonal model and the needs of autonomous agents to
gain spatial awareness.

2 RELATED WORK

Our efforts build on two related bodies of research: urban
modeling aimed at animating humans in virtual environ-
ments and road modeling for driving simulation. In the
spirit of Farenc et al.’s notion of informed environments, we

embed information in the representation of the roads and
sidewalks to guide agent behaviors [4]. In their scheme,
behavior content is connected to the hierarchical scene
graph used for rendering.

Similarly, in other work, Farenc et al. and Pandzic et al.
utilize a scene-graphlike semantic network for representing
the structure of the urban environment, dividing the scene
into quadrants and then decomposing quadrants into
blocks, streets, and junctions. This structure is augmented
with smart objects, which encode actions and rules that
describe what can be accomplished with the objects as well
as how the objects should be interacted with. This can be a
powerful way to encode behaviors into environmental
objects [5], [6].

In contrast, the EDF is independent of (but correlated
with) the scene graph, relatively flat, and emphasizes the
3D ribbonlike structure of pathways. This simplifies motion
planning and allows us to build fast, robust computations
for accessing local geometry and the positions of nearby
objects and recovering embedded content that guides agent
decision making and actions.

Traditionally, scene graphs are designed to optimize the
graphics-rendering pipeline, especially the culling proce-
dures. As such, scene graphs do not immediately lend
themselves to providing the detailed behavior-centric
representations that we need to model and orchestrate
behaviors in virtual environments. More generally, scene
graphs are an inefficient way to represent spatial relation-
ships that are best understood relative to local, behavioral
reference frames. For synthetic vision computations used in
perception-based behavior models, scene-graph representa-
tions provide a beneficial structure. In these models,
computer vision techniques interpret how the rendered
geometry occupies the space surrounding the autonomous
characters, influencing character motion [7] (e.g., to avoid
collisions). In our framework, environment structure and
logic is explicitly encoded in an ecologically consistent
manner. Information is indexed by local, pathway-relative
coordinates and is readily available to behavior programs.

Our research is closely tied to research in modeling
urban roadway environments [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. In
these systems, road networks are modeled as simple graph
structures. Edges represent roads with one or more lanes
and nodes represent intersections. The road representation
typically contains information about lane order and
adjacency. In addition, the road representation usually
maintains a list of vehicles that are currently located on the
road [14], [15], [16].

In Sukthankar’s research on intelligent vehicle algo-
rithms, only roads are modeled. An interesting design
choice of this work is that roads are modeled as lane sets
that allow connections to other lane sets. While intersections
were not modeled, implied intersections existed between
connecting lane sets [17].

To support high-frequency, real-time, vehicle-dynamics
terrain queries, Artz developed an analytic road-terrain
model that supplies fast and efficient access to surface
attribute data, such as elevation and curvature [18]. Artz
proposed four analytic segment types (straight, curve,
clothoid spiral, and intersection) that, when connected
together, form smoothly adjoining road-surface descrip-
tions incorporating height, superelevation, and curvature
changes based on curvilinear distance. These road
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descriptions correlate with civil engineering guidelines
specifying design standards for road construction based
on three planar shapes: straight, arc of a circle, and clothoid
spiral [19]. These results serve as the basis for our navigable
ribbon descriptions.

Donikian et al. developed a system for modeling
complex urban networks of streets, sidewalks, and tram-
ways called the Virtual Urban Environment Modeling
System (VUEMS) [20], [21]. As in our work, the underlying
geometry of pathways in VUEMS is based on intercon-
nected ribbonlike surface segments. Road centerlines are
modeled as 2D cubic splines. Where road centerlines meet,
automatic intersection-boundary descriptions are formed
based on road widths at the connections. Roads and
intersections are classified according to structure into
11 different categories. This categorization helps in devel-
oping modular vehicle behaviors specialized to handle
particular road-intersection configurations. The positions of
nearby objects in the virtual environment are determined
with synthetic vision algorithms [22]. Our work extends this
approach from 2D to 3D, addresses computational difficul-
ties in the parameterization and coordinate transforms, and
introduces overlay ribbons, called paths, to simplify
steering and collision avoidance behaviors. In contrast to
the VUEMS approach of classifying roads and intersections
by configuration, our goal is to develop generic representa-
tions of road networks, including intersections. In addition,
occupancy on the ribbon networks is represented explicitly
and queried directly from the environment.

As discussed above, modern roads are composed of a
sequence of straight and curved sections with a transition
spiral interposed between them to smoothly blend from one
curvature to another curvature. A desirable property of
roads built to this standard is that curvature varies
smoothly along the road contour. One problem with this
approach is that many real roads do not conform to the
design standards (especially roads in older urban areas).
The work presented here uses a spline-based representa-
tion, but provides code to automatically construct accurate
spline approximations from input specifications for
straight, curve, and clothoid spiral segments.

A central goal of our work is to make behavior programs
simpler to code, resulting in more robust behaviors.
Moreover, we believe that a tight synergy can be established
between agent behaviors and the environment database.
We accomplish this goal by providing structure, logic, and
relational information in the EDF that makes information
retrieval fast, efficient, and accessible to behaviors situated
in the environment.

3 REPRESENTING PATHWAYS AS RIBBONS IN

SPACE

Our representation of navigable pathways is based on a
network of interconnected ribbons. We make an analogy
between ribbons and roadways because it serves as an
intuitive means for conceptualizing an oriented, navigable
surface. The ribbon defines the geometry and local
orientation of the surface. Ribbons channel pedestrian and
vehicle traffic into parallel streams by defining preferred
directions of travel. It is important to emphasize that the

representation places no restrictions on agent behaviors.
Autonomous vehicles and pedestrians can choose to move
across a ribbon, for example, to change lanes. In addition to
representing geometric information for navigation, ribbons
provide a reference frame for defining spatial relations
among occupants.

We represent a ribbon by an annotated three-dimensional
space curve. This curve acts as a central axis or spine for
the pathway. A surface normal is defined at each point on
the curve, allowing the ribbon to twist about its spine. The
ribbon establishes a curvilinear coordinate system in
which 3D points are expressed in coordinates of distance
along the spine, D, offset on the ribbon surface from the
spine, O, and loft (displacement above or below the ribbon),
L. Fig. 2 illustrates the ribbon-based reference frame. The
ribbon coordinate system is similar to the Frenet frame
defined on a generalized cylinder [23].

Some simulation computations are most naturally ex-
pressed in Cartesian coordinates. For example, the
dynamics code that computes object motions from control
parameters set by object behaviors is most simply com-
puted in Cartesian coordinates. Other computations, such
as behavior code that tracks roads and avoids obstacles, are
most easily expressed in ribbon coordinates. Because these
computations are performed at a very high frequency, it is
essential to have efficient and robust code to map from
ribbon coordinates to global Cartesian coordinates and to
compute the inverse mapping from global Cartesian
coordinates to local ribbon coordinates.

To avoid self-intersections, the ribbon width is restricted
to be less than the radius of curvature of the spine. As a
consequence, there is a single nearest point on the spine for
all points on the surface of a ribbon. Thus, the mapping
from Cartesian coordinates to ribbon coordinates is unique.

3.1 Representation of the Ribbon Axis

The choice of a mathematical representation for the ribbon
axis is critical to the efficiency and effectiveness of database
computations. Parametric cubic splines are commonly used
to represent space curves in computer graphics. They are
flexible, smooth, differentiable, and simple to evaluate. In
addition to these properties, it is important that the ribbon
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axis be parameterized by arc length so that distances can be
easily computed from ribbon coordinates.

Parametric spline curves are not, in general, parameter-
ized by arc length. Most approaches to compute arc length
or to reparameterize a curve by arc length are too inefficient
to be used in real-time applications. In [24], we present a
simple and efficient three-step technique to generate
approximately arc-length-parameterized spline curves that
closely match the shapes of road and sidewalk contours.
The method takes a set of points on the central axis of a
ribbon as input. The first step is to compute the arc length of
a cubic spline curve that interpolates the points. In the
second step, we find mþ 1 points equally spaced along the
length of the spline curve. The third step is to compute a
new spline curve using the equally spaced points as knots.
The result is an approximately arc-length-parameterized
piecewise spline curve divided into m cubic segments that
closely approximates the shape of the input curve.

A desirable byproduct of the approach is that the
component cubic segments of the spline have equal arc
length. As a consequence, the index of the cubic segment
containing a particular distance value can be computed
very efficiently.

Following notation conventions used in robotics [25], we

identify the coordinate system in which a point is expressed

with a preceding superscript. Thus, Cp ¼ ðXp; Yp; ZpÞ repre-

sents the point p in Cartesian coordinates and Rp ¼
ðDp;Op; LpÞ represents the point p in ribbon coordinates.

3.2 Mapping from Ribbon to Cartesian Coordinates

Mapping from ribbon coordinates to Cartesian coordinates
is computed by a simple three-step process. Given ribbon
coordinates for a point Rp ¼ ðDp;Op; LpÞ:

1. Compute a point Cp1 ¼ ðXp1
; Yp1

; Zp1
Þ on the ribbon

axis QðsÞ at distance Dp by evaluating the spline
curve at QðDpÞ.

2. Compute a point Cp2 ¼ ðXp2
; Yp2

; Zp2
Þ displaced from

p1 in a direction perpendicular to both ribbon axis
and ribbon normal at p1 by offset Op.

3. Compute a point Cp ¼ ðXp; Yp; ZpÞ displaced from p2

in the ribbon normal direction at p2.

The point Cp is the Cartesian representation of the point
Rp ¼ ðDp;Op; LpÞ in ribbon coordinates. The key component
in this mapping is the computation of the point Cp1, which is
the closest point to Cp on the ribbon axis. If the ribbon axis is
not arc-length parameterized, this mapping is computa-
tionally intensive and requires that the inverse arc-length
function be calculated to evaluate the spline curve at a
particular ribbon distance. We can solve the inverse arc-
length function in two steps: The first step is a table search
to map the given arc-length value Dp onto a spline
parameter interval. The second step determines the exact
parameter value that corresponds to the arc-length value Dp

within the parameter interval determined in the table
search. While these computations can be performed, they
are not well-suited for real-time simulation.

In the EDF, ribbon axes are always arc-length para-
meterized. As a result, the computation of Cp1 requires only
that we locate the cubic segment containing Dp and then
evaluate the spline function with the appropriate arc-length
value. Because the segments have equal length, we can
directly compute the index of the segment containing Dp

without a search. This makes the mapping from ribbon to
Cartesian coordinates very efficient.

3.3 Mapping from Cartesian to Ribbon Coordinates

The inverse mapping (from Cartesian to ribbon coordinates)
is usually a serious computational bottleneck in driving
simulators. The steps to compute the inverse mapping
mirror those for the forward mapping. Given Cartesian
coordinates Cp ¼ ðXp; Yp; ZpÞ:

1. Compute the closest point on the ribbon axis,
QðDp1

Þ ¼ Cp1 ¼ ðXp1
; Yp1

; Zp1
Þ. This point has ribbon

coordinates Rp1 ¼ ðDp1
; 0; 0Þ. Note that Dp1

¼ Dp.
2. Project the Cartesian point Cp onto a line perpendi-

cular to both the ribbon axis and the ribbon normal
at QðDpÞ to get the nearest point to p on the ribbon
surface, Cp2 ¼ ðXp2

; Yp2
; Zp2
Þ. The distance between

Cp1 and Cp2 gives the offset Op.
3. Compute the distance from Cp to the point Cp2 on the

ribbon surface. This gives the loft Lp.

The key component in this mapping is the computation
of the closest point on the central ribbon axis from Cartesian
coordinates (Step 1 above). Conventional optimization
techniques, such as Newton’s method or quadratic mini-
mization, often work well. However, we have found that
these techniques converge slowly at many points and
diverge at a small number of points on ordinary ribbons.
To test the methods, we randomly generated a cloud of
30,000 points in a band around a parametric spline curve
[26]. Our results showed that Newton’s method converged
quickly (less than eight iterations) with about 90 percent of
the points, converged very slowly with about 10 percent of
the points, and diverged with a small number of points
(about 0.2 percent). Quadratic minimization converged
quickly with about 34 percent of the points, converged
slowly with the majority of the points (about 66 percent),
and diverged with a very small number of points (about
0.04 percent). Because of the frequency with which the
mappings are performed (i.e., thousands of times a second
for a modestly complex simulation), these problematic
instances are likely to occur with regularity. This leads to
unacceptable computational delays and can halt a simula-
tion if the optimization procedures fail.

To address weaknesses with standard optimization
techniques, we developed a two-stage technique that
combines quadratic minimization and Newton’s method
[26]. We found that the problematic cases with Newton’s
method seem to be caused by poor initial estimates. Newton’s
method works well when provided with a sufficiently good
initial estimate, in which case, an accurate solution is often
found in a single iteration. We also found the problem with
quadratic minimization is that it jumps about in a small
interval as the optimal value is approached, although the
early iterations do make good progress toward a solution. The
above observations reveal that Newton’s method is good at
converging to the optimal value quickly with a good initial
guess while quadratic minimization is good at refining coarse
estimates. This led us to consider combining the two methods
to leverage their complementary strengths in overcoming
their weaknesses.
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Our algorithm begins with quadratic minimization to
find an initial value for Newton’s method. Based on our
experiments, quadratic minimization locates an acceptable
initial value for Newton’s method after four iterations. A
like-minded effort to assist convergence of Newton’s
method to detect collisions in CAD applications has been
investigated in [27]. An initial point set is precomputed to
guarantee convergence for distance queries to a planar
curve when the query is within some known bounds.

Testing our new method against a randomly generated
cloud of 30,000 points in a band around a parametric spline
curve, we find that our hybrid method converges in less
than eight iterations 100 percent of the time. The new
method outperforms quadratic minimization in almost
every respect; it finds solutions faster on average and its
worst-case performance is capped at a reasonable value. For
many cases, the new method is one iteration or two slower
than Newton’s method. However, the trade-off is that a
solution is always found in a modest number of iterations.
We favor robustness and avoidance of degenerative
behaviors over average speed. Overall, the new method
provides an attractive alternative for real-time applications.

3.4 Unified Ribbon Construction

In addition to our general purpose spline definition
described in Section 3.1, we facilitate road modeling from
standard engineering specifications by providing interfaces
to construct spline segments from straight, circular arc, and
clothoid spiral parameters. A series of segments can be
concatenated together to form multipiece ribbons. EDF
unifies the component ribbons to create a composite ribbon
with a single coordinate system.

Fig. 3 illustrates a set of eight individual ribbons joined
together. This approach facilitates model creation by allow-
ing modelers to assemble roads from parts. Road segments
can be copied, shifted, reoriented, and patched together. It
also simplifies behavior programming by presenting a single
ribbon structure that hides a substructure that may contain
many different ribbons, possibly oriented in different
directions.

As with individual ribbon segments, EDF allows
composite ribbons to be rotated and translated as whole
units, linking potentially complex pieces of road together
with other ribbons. The resulting ribbon is again unified by
mapping a single curvilinear coordinate system across all of

the ribbon pieces. To assure that composite ribbons are
continuous at the joins between adjacent ribbons, we
require that

1. the end points of connecting ribbons are coincident,
2. adjacent ribbons have the same width,
3. adjacent ribbons align with at least C1 continuity,

and
4. surface normals at the joining edge of the two

ribbons be identical.

These restrictions ensure that composite ribbons are smooth
and continuous along their extent.

3.5 Ribbon Structure, Lanes, and Attributes

The ribbon structure provides a framework in which to
embed logical information about the properties of path-
ways. The cross-section of a ribbon is decomposed into
lanes that serve to channel traffic flow. Adjacent lanes run
in parallel, separated by a constant offset. This makes it
simple for objects to make queries about adjacent lanes to
move between them when appropriate. Lanes carry
attributes that indicate their width and typical function,
(e.g., vehicular, parking, sidewalk, train, bus, tram, or
boulevard).

Sidewalks, like roads, often have a natural orientation.
On many walkways, pedestrian traffic predominantly
moves in two opposing directions aligned with the tangent
of the walkway. EDF models such walkways as ribbons.
Hostetler and Kearney developed methods to control the
motions of individuals and small groups of pedestrians on a
ribbon coordinate system. Using the ribbon as a reference
frame, small groups moved in clusters walking side-by-side
in open areas, negotiating objects in tandem, and passing
through constrictions one at a time [28], [29]. One advantage
of tying roads and sidewalks together in a single ribbon is
that adjacency relations are explicitly represented. This
simplifies programming of interactions between vehicles
and pedestrians walking or standing on the side of the road
and permits pedestrians to jaywalk across the road. (Cross-
walks are modeled as an intersection corridor, as shown
in Fig. 5.)

Lanes specify a preferred direction of flow that is based
on road design and sociocultural standards. This direction
indicates whether the traffic flow in a lane is with, against,
or bidirectional with respect to the ribbon coordinate
system. Each lane may also specify a surface-height offset
value which is used to raise, or lower, the lane’s elevation
relative to the height of the its containing ribbon. This
parameter is useful for medians, parkways, and sidewalks,
which are sometimes raised above the height of the road to
which they are adjacent.

In the current implementation, ribbons have a constant
cross-sectional profile. The model can be extended to permit
varying lane widths by adding supplemental functions to
compute lane widths and offsets as a function of distance Dp

along the ribbon.

3.5.1 Features

On real roads, signs posted along the roadway provide
information specific to a particular place on the road, such as
marking a speed bump. EDF encodes these cross-sectional
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differing frames of reference. Coupled arrows show each ribbon’s origin
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road demarcations, which occur at a fixed distance along
the ribbon, as features. Features are logical components that
model localized, cross-sectional information on the ribbon
surface. Features have a facing direction and can be laterally
bounded by two offsets bracketing where the feature
resides on the ribbon.

3.5.2 Range Attributes

In the real-world, signs and markings are posted alongside
and on roads to highlight important information related to
driving over a region of the road. For instance, speed-limit
signs indicate the maximum speed allowed over a section of
road. Lane lines are drawn between lanes to prohibit or
allow certain types of behavior, such as passing in a
passing zone.

The EDF models these zone-based road characteristics as
range attributes. Range attributes are bounded curvilinear
regions that supply behaviorally important information
about a specific region of the ribbon. The range attribute’s
area is defined by a pair of curvilinear coordinates
specifying the lower-left and upper-right coordinates on a
ribbon surface. Range attribute data is represented by an
attribute label, followed by a list of data elements, which
affords a generic means for specifying parameterized, area-
based ribbon characteristics. For instance, in the case of
speed limit, the range attribute label would be speedlimit
and the data associated with it would be the speed limit
within that region, as in (speedlimit, 65 mph).

During the course of a simulation, both range attributes
and features may be dynamically controlled by autonomous
behavior programs. As an example, consider a railroad-
crossing gate. These gates must react to events in the virtual
environment (such as an approaching train) and signal
nearby vehicles of the train’s impending arrival. A region of
the ribbon is marked to denote the area of the ribbon surface
where the train tracks cross. The bounds of this region
indicate the location of the gates that guard access to the
crossing area. By attaching an autonomous behavior to this
particular range attribute, we provide a mechanism to
dynamically monitor the crossing train tracks for an
oncoming train and set the state of the gate range attribute
appropriately if a train is detected. Autonomous behaviors,
such as vehicles, navigating the road, will query the range
attribute and can react to the logical state of the gate, either
stopping prior to the gates or driving over the crossing area.

3.6 Ribbon Queries

The power of our environment framework stems from the
connection we make between environmental information
and the unified, oriented ribbon surfaces. Queries built into
our system use curvilinear coordinates to access informa-
tion along a ribbon’s surface. Behavior programs use these
queries to request information about features, range
attributes, ribbon curvatures, ribbon tangents, lane adja-
cency relationships, and many other environmental aspects.
The curvilinear coordinates supplied to queries can be
relative to an object’s current location on the ribbon surface,
or absolute with respect to the beginning of the ribbon
structure. Relative indexing often benefits behavior pro-
grams the most since information is expressed in a local,
egocentric frame of reference.

4 INTERSECTIONS

Roads join at intersections to form an interconnected
network of ribbons. In general, there is no predominant
direction of motion through an intersection and, hence, no
natural orientation. Vehicles’ tracks crisscross as they drive
through an intersection. Reflecting this isotropism, we
model an intersection as an unoriented surface with a
polygonal boundary. To assure smooth and continuous
surfaces at road/intersection boundaries, we require that
the terminating edge of the road be coincident with an edge
of the intersection polygon and that the normal of the road
surface be aligned with the intersection normal along their
common boundary. This means that the road axis must be
perpendicular to the intersection boundary where it makes
contact with the intersection.

The ribbons that bundle road and sidewalk lanes
together terminate at the boundary of an intersection.
Agents entering the intersection must choose an appro-
priate lane to exit the intersection and then plot a path
across the intersection from the point of entry to the point of
departure. To guide agents across an intersection, we
overlay the intersection with corridors (essentially invisible
one-lane ribbons) that splice together the lanes of incoming
and outgoing ribbons. Agents track corridors through
intersections to reach outgoing pathways.

Intersections provide queries to determine how incom-
ing and outgoing lanes interconnect through corridors. Our
intersections are composed of four parts:

1. an exterior polygonal boundary to which ribbons
incident to the intersection connect,

2. sets of individual, lanelike corridors that route traffic
through the intersection,

3. lists of intercorridor dependencies that describe how
objects on different corridors relate, and

4. traffic control devices that regulate entrance into and
movement through the intersection.

Agents use this information to plan routes through the
ribbon network.

Corridor Dependencies. Intersections pose a difficult
challenge for agents [30]. As corridors pass through
intersections, they interweave in complex ways: crossing,
overlapping, or merging. Many corridors may feed into the
same outgoing lane. Single incoming lanes may diverge into
many corridors connected to different outgoing lanes.
Agents must be alert for potential collisions with other
agents traversing the intersection. In real intersections,
traffic control devices and right-of-way conventions govern
interactions of vehicles on different corridors. Formal right-
of-way rules and informal social conventions are critical to
the safe and orderly flow of traffic through intersections.
Right-of-way rules prioritize movement of vehicles through
intersections on the basis of arrival time, incoming and
outgoing lanes, signage, and the state of signals that
regulate traffic flow.

The EDF encapsulates interobject constraints into corridor
dependency information. Dependencies define potentially
critical interrelations among traffic on different corridors
and are encoded on a per-corridor basis. Simply put,
dependencies supply behavior programs with context-
dependent information related to the corridor on which
they are navigating.
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Fig. 4 illustrates a vehicle preparing to make a left turn.
The turning vehicle must contend with two dependencies:
(merges with C2) and (crosses C1). The vehicle’s
behavior uses the dependency information to activate two
turning dependent subbehaviors: one for dealing with the
merging traffic and another for accepting a safe gap in the
oncoming traffic. Dependencies help to compartmentalize
behavioral responsibilities. Each dependency in the inter-
section signifies a potential relationship between the objects
on the corridors.

Traffic Control State. Traffic control devices (e.g., stop
signs, traffic lights, etc.) associated with intersections bind
traffic control states to specific corridors in the intersection
to regulate the flow of traffic through the intersection. Thus,
when a traffic light turns red, all of the corridors governed
by the light are marked with a stop symbol. As vehicles
approach an intersection, they continuously inspect the
state of the corridor they intend to take. This illustrates a
major component of our system, which was also illustrated
with ribbon features and range attributes. Specifically,
autonomous behaviors are built into and connected with
the environment and are able to change environmental
state, which, in turn, can affect autonomous vehicle
behaviors. Behavior programs are responsible for selecting
actions that respect the traffic control state consistent with
the dependency relationships that exist between objects in
the intersection.

4.1 Connecting Ribbons to Intersections

Ribbons connect to intersections at attachment points on the
boundaries of intersections. The beginning or ending point
of the ribbon axis (either end will do) must be coincident
with a fixed connection point on the edge of the intersec-
tion. Surrounding the fixed point of attachment on the
intersection boundary are floating “junctures” to which
lanes of the incident ribbon connect. The number and type
of junctures on an edge is predetermined in the intersection
definition. Only roads with profiles that match the junctures
in number and type can be connected to the intersection at
this attachment point. By saying that the junctures are
floating, we mean that the order of the junctures is set, but
the junctures can slide along the edge to match roads with
different lane widths.

Corridors start and end at junctures. By fixing the
number and order of junctures along the intersection
boundary, we can specify the interconnection topology
(how junctures are linked by corridors) and the dependency

relations among corridors without knowing what specific
roads will be connected to the intersection. This greatly
simplifies modeling because many intersections come in
standard configurations. These can be modeled once and
then duplicated and transformed to adapt to new config-
urations. For many intersections, we can compute corridor
geometry automatically using Hermite cubic spline curves
constructed from the attachment points and tangent
directions of the connecting ribbons. The Hermite spline
provides an initial estimate for the corridor geometry,
which is then sampled and converted into an arc-length-
parameterized spline. While reuse of intersections benefits
modeling efforts, complicated or uncommon intersections
can be specified using our system. In these instances,
corridors must be explicitly modeled by specifying a series
of interpolation points in the intersection through which the
corridor must pass.

Intersections are hierarchically structured. Thus, an
intersection may contain other intersections. The corridors
of the parent intersection link to attachment points on the
subintersection. We have found the hierarchical structure
most useful in modeling sidewalk structures. Fig. 5
illustrates the topology within an intersection. In this
illustration, arrowheads represent the flow direction of the
corridors in the intersection. Note that flow along a ribbon
surface can be in any direction, irrespective of the under-
lying ribbon orientation.

4.2 Zero-Area Intersections

In addition to modeling road crossings, we use intersections
to add or delete lanes on a continuous stretch of pavement
and to close a loop by connecting two ends of a road
together. To add or delete a lane, we join two separate roads
with n and nþ 1 lanes. We’ve found it convenient to build
the intersection so that the endpoints of connecting lanes
are coincident. Thus, the intersection becomes a line with
lanes attached to junctures on both sides and, consequently,
there are no corridors or dependency relations. The nþ 1st
lane terminates on the intersection boundary. If the lane is
deleted, vehicles must change from the terminating lane to
an adjacent lane before reaching the intersection. Zero-area
intersections (illustrated in Fig. 6) provide a convenient
means to specify the topological relationship between
connecting roads with differing numbers of lanes while
maintaining a simple and consistent interface to the
database. Zero-area intersections are also useful in specify-
ing merge areas commonly found on highway entrances
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Fig. 4. An illustration of the use of dependencies to negotiate a left turn.

Vehicles traveling on corridors C1 and C2 may pose threats to objects

traveling on corridor C0.
Fig. 5. Example hierarchical intersection. Oriented lines represent the

behavioral flow of the corridors.



and exits. A roundabout using zero-area intersections is
presented in Section 8.2.

4.3 Coping with Cracks

Small numeric errors in modeling can cause cracks and
overlaps to appear along the borders where ribbons connect
to other ribbons or intersections. A point very near the
boundaries of two logically connected ribbons may map
onto neither ribbon if it lands in the crack between the two
ribbons or both ribbons if it lands in the overlap of the two
ribbons. Numeric error by itself is not a significant problem;
for the most part, virtual environments do not demand that
object positions be known with very high precision. (The
exception is high-fidelity dynamics computations used to
drive haptic devices and motion platforms.) Overlaps are
also not a problem; if a point maps to two overlapping
ribbons, we choose one mapping and ignore the other.

Cracks pose the greatest challenge. If a Cartesian point
maps onto neither of the adjoining ribbons, it disappears
from the logical pathway network. When the point
represents the location of an agent, this disappearing act
can disrupt the behavior of this agent as well as other
nearby agents. We solve this problem by giving an object an
imperceptible nudge whenever it lands in a crack. This
simple adjustment eliminates a thorny problem.

5 PATHS—OVERLAY RIBBONS

Agents rely on the ribbon structure to determine where they
are, where they are going, and what’s around them. The
transitions at intersection boundaries can make it cumber-
some to extract and interpret this information. The change
in coordinate systems that happens as attention shifts from
a ribbon to an intersection (on entering an intersection) and
from an intersection back to a ribbon (on exiting the
intersection) causes behavior code to be cluttered with
bookkeeping chores. For example, to cross an intersection, a
vehicle must track a multisegment contour composed of a
lane of a ribbon, an intersection corridor to which it
connects, and an outgoing lane of another ribbon. The
vehicle’s steering behavior must anticipate the shape of this
route to smoothly guide the vehicle. In addition, collision-
avoidance behaviors must monitor objects following the
same route ahead of the vehicle. Adding additional
complication, the coordinate systems of the connected
ribbons may be oriented in opposing directions (i.e., linked
head to head or tail to tail), making distance computations
error prone.

From the egocentric view of an object traversing the road
network, queries such as “where am I?” “where am I going?”
“what’s around me?” and ”what rules apply to me?” are most
naturally understood with respect to the near-term route
the object plans to take. From the object’s point of view, this
route forms a natural frame of reference for navigation and
sets a context for interpreting spatial relations and right-of-
way rules.

To facilitate behavior programming, we introduce a data
object called a path that represents the short-term, intended
route of an object. A path is a one-lane ribbon overlayed on
the road network. Paths consist of a composition of lanes on
roads and intersection corridors that define a single,
continuous coordinate system. As an example, in Fig. 7,
the path for a vehicle approaching an intersection is shown
with transparent shading.

A path provides a local, egocentric coordinate system for
database queries that maps those queries into the appro-
priate corridor or lane queries in the underlying composi-
tion. Steering behaviors control motion trajectories by
aiming for a succession of look-ahead points located on
the path some distance ahead of the object’s current
location. By formulating the look-ahead queries with
respect to the composite path, we avoid awkward book-
keeping to handle transitions from road to intersections and
intersections to roads. The database maps path queries into
the corresponding road or intersection queries and returns
the results. As a consequence, the steering code is
enormously simplified as a single interface mechanism
can be used whether the underlying structure is a ribbon, a
corridor, or a path.

In contrast to the permanence of roads and intersections,
paths are temporary constructions. They are frequently
modified as an agent moves through the environment and
reformulates its plans based on traffic conditions, impulses,
and external influences.

6 OCCUPANCY

An important advantage of the ribbon framework is that it
naturally defines spatial relationships among occupants. This
is essential for virtual environments since dynamic objects
must know where they are and where nearby objects are
located. For example, the object immediately ahead of another
object on a ribbon is important for following behavior.
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Fig. 6. An example of how a zero-area intersection connects two roads

with differing lane definitions. Arrows represent the flow direction of the

lanes in the ribbon structure.

Fig. 7. An illustration of a path overlayed onto the ribbon network.



A set of occupancy queries provides information about

objects that reside on a road, intersection, or path. There are

two general forms of occupancy queries. The first form

returns the first object between point a and point b on a

road, corridor, or path. The second form returns an ordered

list of all objects between points a and b. Additionally,

queries can be restricted to a single lane of a multilane road.

One commonly used query determines the next object in

front of a reference object (called the leader object.) As with

geometric queries, the path-based occupancy queries elim-

inate the need to cope with road and intersection

boundaries in the behavior code.

7 A MODELING LANGUAGE

A language that describes the EDF is implemented within

the Hank virtual environment system. The language

preserves the topology of ribbon networks and includes

the ability to create intersections and road templates that can

be instanced and transformed so they fit together. A small

snippet from the roundabout example (Section 8.2) follows:

road ”r1” {

lanedef

lane 1 vehicle 4.0 0.0 neg
axis

lane 2 vehicle 4.0 0.0 pos

}

range_attributes {
speedlimit (35.0, mph);

}

segment spline {

start_tangent 0.988 0.156 0.0
end_tangent 0.934 0.358 0.0

points {

2.34 -14.81 0.0 0.0

...
5.37 -14.0 0.0 0.0

}

num_segments 20
}

}

intersection ”i1” {
geom {

2.35 -14.82 0.0 ([0.0,R1] p1 p2)

...

4.22 -26.67 0.0 ([0.0,R4] p4 p5 p6)
}

corridor m1 = p6 to p1 {

type vehicle
flowpercentage (p6, 0.33)

}

...

corridor m1 = p4 to p3 {
type vehicle

flowpercentage (p4, 0.34)

}

}

connections {

road (r6, end) to isect (i1, R1)
...

road (r6str, begin) to isect (i4, R2)

}

This brief example illustrates the basic syntax of the EDF
language. For more thorough syntactic and semantic
details, readers are referred to [31].

8 RESULTS AND APPLICATION

The EDF forms the basis of the environment model in our
real-time simulation software, Hank. In addition to data-
base modeling of city streets and sidewalks, Hank includes
modules for real-time process scheduling, for simulating
the dynamics of scene entities, and for rendering images on
large projection screens, as well as a substrate for modeling
reactive and intentional behaviors through Hierarchical
Concurrent State Machines (HCSM) [32]. The Hank soft-
ware drives our immersive virtual bicycle riding environ-
ment shown in Fig. 8.

Our research broadly focuses on the use of virtual
environments as laboratories for the study of human
behavior. We are collaborating with psychologists to use
the bicycle simulator to conduct experiments investigating
the ability of children and adults to negotiate traffic-filled
roadways [1].

Synthetic traffic is generated by populating the roads
with vehicles controlled by independent, autonomous
driving behaviors. Vehicle behaviors query the database
to plan paths through the road network, to steer along roads
and corridors, to obey speed limits, to detect vehicles ahead
on their path and follow at a safe distance, to observe the
state of traffic lights and stop accordingly, and to yield the
right-of-way as they cross intersections [33]. Intersection
crossing behaviors use corridor dependency relations to
determine priorities. When intersection navigation requires
crossing or merging with a higher priority corridor, vehicles
wait for gaps in the traffic sufficient to permit safe traversal.

In addition to behavior programming, the environment
framework is also important in configuring scenarios to
meet the needs of experimenters. Autonomous vehicles are
dynamically created and removed from the environment
during the simulation by director objects. The ribbon
structure provides a natural way to specify experimental
requirements for object placement and the sites for critical
actions.

The EDF has undergone rigorous testing under the
stringent demands of psychological studies. In over a year
of running an average of 10-15 hours a week, we have had
no failures in EDF queries and computations.

8.1 Performance Analysis

To examine the performance of the ribbon-based computa-
tions, we timed the simulator on a single 3 GHZ Intel
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Pentium 4 PC with 2 GBytes of RAM running Windows XP.
We used a 2.28-mile roadway roughly in the shape of a
square with rounded edges that had two crossing roads that
intersected at the middle of the square and joined the
boundary of the square midway along each side. All roads
had two lanes in each direction. Traffic lights regulated the
passage through the five intersections.

The ribbon network was initially empty. A new car was
added to the network once every second of simulation time.
The internal simulation clock was incremented at a fixed
rate of 1=50 second. The reported times reflect the actual
time required to compute a single time step.

The simulation was executed with no visual display in
order to gauge the efficiency of computations related to the
step-to-step update of the ribbon-based environment frame-
work. Each iteration also involved the computations to run
vehicle behaviors (including queries to the EDF runtime
database) and vehicle dynamics computations.

Fig. 9 shows the increase in the total time for a single step
of simulation as the number of cars increases from 0 to 300.
Each data point represents 50 time steps of simulation
(between creation of one vehicle to creation of the next
vehicle). Error bars indicate the standard deviation of
simulation time across the 50 time steps for each data point.

The time to compute a single step of the simulation grew
linearly with the number of vehicles on the roadway. The
dominant computations were the mapping from Cartesian
to ribbon coordinates and the vehicle behaviors. On
average, 20.2 percent of the time on each step was spent
in the mapping function and 53.0 percent of the time was
spent in the vehicle behavior function. The remaining
26.8 percent of simulation time was spent computing
vehicle dynamics, process synchronization, and simulation
bookkeeping.

The average time over all steps to simulate a single
vehicle was 0:154 ms. This represents the marginal cost of
adding one additional vehicle to the simulation. This can
help determine the number of vehicles that can be
simulated at real-time rates. Thus, with a visual update
rate of 1/30 second, approximately 216 vehicles can be
simulated while maintaining the visual frame rate.

The dominant computations (mapping from Cartesian
to ribbon coordinates and executing vehicle behaviors)
are only weakly influenced by the road network size.

Increasing the number of roads, the geographic extent of
the network, or the geometry of roads has only minor
impact on the time to execute a single simulation step.

The mapping from Cartesian to ribbon coordinates is still
a significant computational bottleneck during simulation.
At every simulation step, each moving object must be
mapped onto the ribbon network following dynamics
computations and integration. In our current implementa-
tion, the mapping accounts for roughly 20 percent of the
computational cost of simulating an autonomous vehicle.
The good news is that improvements can be made to the
mapping code. Mappings can be independently computed
for each vehicle, which lends itself to highly parallel
execution. By distributing mapping computations over a
set of processors, we can substantially decrease computa-
tion times and increase the number of vehicles that can be
simulated in real-time.

The EDF code was designed to be robust and to avoid
degenerate computations. There are many ways in which
the code could be made to run faster, including using table
lookup for slow functions such as sine and cosine,
exploiting parallelism in the code by running on multiple
processors, and optimizing simulation bookkeeping. Even
without these time-saving steps, we’ve found the simulator
fast enough to run a wide variety of experiments at real-
time rates.

8.2 Example—A Roundabout

To illustrate the modeling capabilities of EDF, we present
two different ways to model a roundabout intersection. In
both examples, three roads converge on a traffic circle. In
the first version (shown in the EDF visualizer in Fig. 10),
incoming and outgoing lanes connect to a transitional
merge lane on the circle. This gives vehicles entering the
circle a short segment of road on which they can begin to
adjust to the speed of traffic on the circle and select a gap in
the traffic where they can safely enter the circle. Incoming
vehicles must initiate the change onto the central circle
before the end of the merge lane. Similarly, vehicles leaving
the circle must change to an exit lane as they leave the circle.
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Fig. 9. Time to compute each simulation step as the number of vehicles

increase. Error bars represent �1 standard deviation. Fig. 10. A roundabout modeled with zero-area intersections shown in
EDF visualizer. Transitional merge lanes facilitate entry onto and off of
the roundabout circle. The zoomed-in detail overlay illustrates how two
zero-area intersections (shown as red lines) connect ribbon pieces
together at the roundabout’s entrances and exits. The green strip within
the roundabout represents a section of grassy terrain in the visualizer.



The EDF specifies the topology and logic of the round-
about. Connections between the different road segments are
specified using zero-area intersections. The transitional
merge lane is composed of two road pieces, one that forms
the curved on- or off-ramp with the roundabout, and a
second that binds this ramp with the circle of the round-
about. This second stretch of road has three lanes for
specifying lateral adjacency and actually forms a portion of
the roundabout’s circle.

The expanded cutout in Fig. 10 illustrates the structure of
a join between an incident road and the central circular
section of the roundabout. The central circle expands from
two to three lanes to create a merge lane. A lane from the
connecting road curves to meet the merge lane on a zero-
area intersection.

The merge lane terminates on a second zero-area

intersection where the central circular narrows from three

to two lanes. The merge lane may appear to end with

unusual abruptness. Normally, roads taper to smoothly

guide vehicles to an adjacent lane. The blunt ending of the

merge lane represents the logical termination of the lane

(i.e., the point by which a vehicle must enter the adjacent

lane.) The visual model of the road (represented by textured

polygons that are rendered on a display) can taper

gradually. If the termination of the logical model corre-

sponds to the point at which a vehicle following the tapered

road will enter the adjacent lane, then autonomous vehicles

will appear to drive normally in the rendered images.
Alternatively, the roundabout could be modeled as a

single intersection overlaid with corridors that specify all

possible ways to navigate from incoming to outgoing lanes.

Incident roads would directly connect to the edge of a

circular intersection with the road axis perpendicular to the

tangent of the circle. In this design, vehicles would choose a

corridor to track through the intersection and yield to

vehicles on the circle before entering the circle. This design

is structurally simpler in that it has no merge lanes and no

zero-length intersection, but it would require a complex

network of corridors and dependencies. In comparison to

the example in Fig. 10, vehicle paths through the intersec-

tion are more rigidly prescribed. As a consequence,

behaviors must be more tightly regimented to avoid

collisions with other cars in the intersection.

8.3 Extending EDF

We have found EDF well-suited for modeling a wide

variety of roadways. We are examining ways to use the

basic building blocks of roads and intersections to model

other places where cars drive, such as parking lots, ramps,

and driveways. Parking lots don’t obviously fit the

conceptual model of ribbonlike roads that periodically

cross at intersections. One way to conceptualize a parking

lot is as a set of aisles along which exist a series of short

offshoots (i.e., parking stalls). Stalls could be modeled as

very short terminating roads connected to an intersection

on an aisle. The aisle would then consist of a dense

succession of intersections. Because of the highly repetitive

structure of this approach, model construction would be

relatively simple even if the model itself is verbose.

9 CONCLUSION

One of the goals for virtual-environment technology is
creating virtual experiences and circumstances that mimic
real-life situations. In our everyday experiences, we
typically interact with many dynamic entities. Vehicles
drive on the roadways, pedestrians wander around on the
sidewalks, and birds fly above.

Building active content for use in virtual environments is
a difficult and time consuming process. The behavior codes
that control autonomous agents require spatial, logical, and
sociocultural information about the environment in a form
that is convenient to use.

The organization of the EDF is behavior-centric and is
highly influenced by the behavior programs used to control
autonomous agents. The key to this organization comes
from an understanding of what information, in addition to
geometry and topology, is needed by the autonomous
agents in the environment. Through this organizational
structure, we emphasize a strong coupling between
behavior and environment.

We believe interconnected ribbon coordinate systems
provide a natural and efficient means to situate and
program behavioral objects in a dynamic virtual environ-
ment. Ribbons provide a convenient way to represent the
spatial layout of navigable pathways. Our implementation
provides a robust and efficient means to access information
about the surroundings in natural coordinate frames. By
embedding logical constraints in the environment model,
we provide ready access to the rules of the road that govern
object interactions.
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